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Across

3. population rose by ___ from 1600 to 1700

12. a japanese shogun that reigned between 1600 

& 1616

14. who are we? powerful lords that were required 

by tokugawa to live alternative years at Edo, the 

bakufu controlled our marriages, travel, and 

expenditures

19. who am i? i composed more than one hundered 

thousand poems and was a painter and calligrapher. 

i riegned at the height of the qing dynasty.

20. agricultural production___between 1600 & 

1700

21. The confucion scholar who conquered taiwan...

24. available___reached its maximum productivity 

by the mid-seventeenth century

25. the ming government drove the ___ out of 

china

29. these people became prominent, and often 

wealthier than the ruling elites

31. the chinese had problems with the exclusivity 

of what religion?

Down

1. the examination system created___ with the 

beat students running the country

2. neo-confucionism became the official ideology 

of ...

4. as shogun, leyasu established a military 

government known as...

5. ihara saiaku was a poet and novelist, true or 

false?

6. who am i? an italian jesuit in the ming court, 

mastered written and oral chinese, impressed the 

chinese with my science and mathematics...

7. these were the centers of urban culture and 

including teahouses, theaters, brothels, ad public 

baths

8. another name for civil servants

9. shoguns became enthusiastic proponents of___ 

learning by the mid-eighteenth century

10. chinese society was matriarchal, true or false?

11. this exam was intensly competitive, and very 

few were chosen for positions after taking it

13. lower classes were also called what?

15. the largest class, esteemed by confucious for 

their honest labor...

16. what school prepared students for their civil 

service exams in beijing?

17. ___art, medicine and science began to 

influence japanese scholars

18. kangxi extended to mongolia, central asia, and 

where else?

22. the emperor was considered the___ becasue he 

was believed to have heavenly powers & an 

obligation to maintain order on the earth

23. intense___ agriculture fed a large population

26. who are we? we overwhelmed the chinese 

forces and proclaimed the qing dynasty. originally 

we were pastoral nomads, we had an organized 

miltary force. we captured korea and mongolia first, 

then china...

27. dutch merchants were permitted to trade at...

28. under qianlong's rule, vietnam, burma, and 

nepal made vassal states out of...

30. the ming & ___ dynasties considered 

technological change disruptive


